Piscivory and prey size selection in young-of-the-year bluefish: predator preference or size-dependent capture success?
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ABSTRACT: Young-of-the-year bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix become piscivorous at a very small size/age. When feeding on Atlantic silversides Menidia menidia in the laboratory, bluefish forage in groups and, unlike many other piscivores, tend to attack their prey tail-first. Attack distances, times and velocities as well as attack rates were not size-dependent. Handling times and attack success rates, however, were strongly determined by both predator and prey size. When given a choice of silverside sizes, all bluefish sizes consumed primarily small prey. These results suggest that bluefish attack all prey sizes upon encounter but capture primarily small prey. Size selectivity may be a passive process mediated by differential size-based capture success.
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INTRODUCTION

As fish grow they tend to broaden the size range of prey items they ingest, thus increasing the average size of prey consumed. This increase in prey size has been attributed to ontogenetic (and often allometric) increases in mouth gape, visual acuity, digestive capacity and swimming speed that allow growing predatory fishes to ingest successively larger prey (Blaxter & Jones 1967, Houde & Schekter 1980, Schmitt & Holbrook 1984, Wernar & Gilliam 1984, Blaxter 1986, Miller et al. 1988, Osenberg et al. 1988, Mark et al. 1989). When presented with a range of prey sizes or types that an individual is able to consume, fish generally show strong preferences for particular sizes of prey. The behavioural, ecological and evolutionary nature of such preferences have been examined recently using optimal foraging approaches (Stephens & Krebs 1986, Wootton 1990, Hart 1993).

Some studies examining prey size selection by planktivorous fish have shown that large invertebrate prey are preferentially consumed (Brooks & Dodson 1965, Werner & Hall 1974), while others have shown the reverse (Bence & Murdoch 1986, Walton et al. 1992). Confer & O'Bryan (1989) demonstrated that size selectivities of planktivorous fish depend on whether feeding is averaged over short or long time periods. These widely varying results have led to a debate about whether 'preferences' represent active (Mittlebach 1981, Werner et al. 1983) or passive (O'Brien et al. 1976, 1989, Maiorana 1981) choices, and the reasons for differential prey vulnerabilities (Pastorok 1981, Dunbrack & Dill 1983, Greene 1983, 1986). The terms 'selectivity' and 'preference' are generally used interchangeably in the literature. However, prey selectivity (or electivity) is often defined as any difference between distributions of prey sizes (or types) in the environment (availability) and in the composition of the predator's diet (Ivlev 1961, Eggers 1977), whereas preference usually refers to prey selectivity when all food types are equally available, or more precisely, active selection (Johnson 1980, Greene 1983). Thus, prey items can be selectively ingested but not preferred. We adopt these definitions here.

In comparison to planktivorous fishes, little is known about the energetics of predator-prey interactions or
the basis of prey size selection among piscivorous fish. A review of the available literature shows that piscivores generally select small prey sizes in laboratory experiments and consistently ingest smaller than average prey sizes in field situations (Juanes 1994). Harper & Blake (1988), developed a model that combined fish swimming mechanics and feeding behaviour and which predicted the opposite trend, i.e. the prey size that maximizes piscivore feeding efficiency is the largest available.

Young-of-the-year (YOY) bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix become piscivorous at about 40 mm total length (TL) (Marks & Conover 1993). This feeding shift coincides with a habitat shift from offshore waters to estuarine areas where they feed on the abundant inshore fishes. Previous work has shown that like other piscivores, YOY bluefish selectively ingest small prey sizes in field situations (Juanes 1992, 1994).

The objectives of this study were (1) to describe the feeding behaviour of YOY bluefish, (2) to measure the components of the predator-prey interactions (attack distances, times and speeds, capture success and handling times) and to evaluate whether these components are dependent on predator or prey sizes, (3) to compare the predictions of prey value based on energetic intake rate to the preferred prey sizes ingested, and (4) to assess the active or passive nature of prey size selectivity in YOY bluefish.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Because the bluefish is a schooling species (Olla et al. 1970, 1985, Olla & Studholme 1972, 1978) and tends to feed on other schooling fishes (Juanes 1992), behavioural experiments were performed with groups of 3 similarly sized predators and multiple prey. The prey species used was the Atlantic silverside Menidia menidia. Silversides are the main prey item of YOY bluefish in Great South Bay (GSB, New York, USA) (Juanes 1992) and in other estuaries along the Atlantic coast (de Sylva et al. 1962, Grant 1962, Austin et al. 1973, Austin & Amish 1974, McDermott 1983, Friedland et al. 1988). Bluefish and silversides were collected by seineing from GSB and were transported to the Flax Pond Marine Laboratory (Old Field, New York) where they were allowed to acclimatize for 1 wk prior to use in experiments.

Bluefish were subdivided into 3 size groups: small (90 to 120 mm TL), medium (130 to 160 mm TL) and large (170 to 200 mm TL). *Menidia menidia* prey were also split into 3 size classes: small (20 to 40 mm TL), medium (50 to 70 mm TL) and large (80 to 100 mm TL). The experiments were conducted in tanks (121 × 64 × 58 cm) with a plexiglass front window, kept under a constant light regime (14 h light:10 h dark) and temperature (20 to 23°C). Each tank was illuminated by two 200 W bulbs placed overhead and providing diffuse light. Seawater was filtered using a sand filter and was therefore of low turbidity. Bluefish were starved for 24 h between feeding trials.

**Behaviour.** Experiments were generally conducted in late afternoon (16:00 to 19:00 h), a time when feeding peaks in the field (Juanes & Conover in press). Behaviours were recorded using a video camera filming at 30 frames s⁻¹ and positioned in front of the tank (ca 1 m) so that the whole tank could be observed. Prey (generally 10 to 15 individuals) were added to a transparent plexiglass container within the tank so that they could become acclimated. Trials began when the prey container was removed allowing bluefish access to the prey and ended when bluefish had filled their guts and stopped feeding (usually 15 to 20 min). Two sets of experiments were performed: trials in which similarly sized prey were offered and those in which equal numbers of 2 or 3 prey sizes were offered simultaneously.

**Behavioural analyses.** Videotapes, analyzed frame by frame, were used to determine the following parameters: attack distance, defined as the predator-prey distance at the start of an attack as measured at the time when the predator oriented towards the prey and initiated a rapid S-start towards it; attack time, the time it took for the predator to contact the prey; handling time, the time to bite into and swallow the prey; place of attack (head, mid-body or tail); site of attack (bottom, mid-water, or surface); and attack success, zero if the prey escaped or was missed, or 1 if the prey (or part of the prey) was ingested. All predator size-prey size combinations were tested except for small bluefish and large silversides. Attack success within a trial was calculated as the percent of attacks that were successful. Average speed to reach the prey was calculated as attack distance/attack time. For handling time analyses, the results of partially successful attacks (when a prey piece was lost) were included with those for whole prey ingestion. There were relatively few instances of partial attack successes (9.2%), although in some cases they represented the majority of attacks observed in that predator size-prey size combination (100% of attacks by medium bluefish on large silversides resulted in partial successes). After testing for normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and for homogeneity of variances (Bartlett’s test), ANOVAs were run on log₁₀(x + 1) transformed mean handling times, attack distances, attack times and attack speeds, and percent success to assess the effects of predator and prey size. If ANOVAs detected a significant treatment effect, Tukey HSD multiple comparisons (Zar 1984) were performed to test for differences among treatment means. Prey-size-dependent attack rates ob-
tained from trials with prey mixtures were analyzed using a chi-squared test to detect differences from random attack. Attack success data for these trials (quantified as the number of successful and unsuccessful attacks on each size class offered) were analyzed using a G-test of independence (Sokal & Rohlf 1981) to assess whether the frequencies of successful and unsuccessful attacks were independent of prey size. Size-specific prey profitability were calculated as the ratio of energy content of a prey size class to the mean handling time (in J s⁻¹) of the predator size – prey size combination. Prey energy content was determined for the average prey size within a size class (i.e. 30, 60 and 90 mm TL for silversides), based on weights obtained from length-weight regressions (Juanes 1992), and caloric content obtained from Steimle & Terranova (1986). We assume that encounter rates (and therefore search times) and energetic costs of attack are independent of prey size.

Prey-size selection. Prey-size selection experiments were conducted by offering 3 similarly sized bluefish a mixture of prey sizes. A total of 15 individuals of each prey size class were offered in either 2 or 3 prey size-class combinations. Prey were available for 24 h, after which all prey were removed and noted. The experiment was repeated by picking a new set of similarly sized prey and adding them to the predator tanks. This pattern continued for up to 10 feeding periods. An additional size group of bluefish (50 to 80 mm TL) was also available for these experiments.

Size selection data were analyzed using a chi-squared test to detect differences from a random choice. The 3 size-class combinations were further tested by using a non-parametric Tukey-type multiple comparison (Zar 1984) to detect potential differences between pairs of size classes.

RESULTS

Behaviour

When not feeding, bluefish usually swam in a school about 1 to 2 body lengths apart at moderate speeds (10 to 20 cm s⁻¹ or 1 to 2 body lengths s⁻¹). Bluefish appeared to perceive prey as soon as they were introduced into the tanks. Feeding behaviour was characterized by a cessation of schooling followed by an increase in swimming speed (150 to 200 cm s⁻¹ or ca 10 body lengths s⁻¹) towards the potential prey. Attacks appeared to be directed towards isolated prey (stragglers or fringe individuals). When the prey was within about 1 body length, the bluefish would open its mouth and attempt to capture the prey item. After initial contact with the prey, the bluefish would turn sharply away from the direction of attack. If the item was a small fish, it was generally swallowed whole after a brief handling/ manipulation time. Larger fish prey necessitated longer manipulation. This involved severe head shaking which would eventually result in prey ingestion. Head shaking could also result in the loss of a piece of prey which was often re-ingested by the same bluefish or consumed by a neighbouring bluefish. Prey attempted ‘fast-start’ escapes when captured. This escape behaviour was most successful for larger prey because a smaller proportion of their body was grasped by the bluefish, presumably allowing them to exert greater force (and larger prey are also likely to be stronger than smaller prey). Prey manipulation would also attract other bluefish, who would attempt to take the prey from the attacking bluefish’s mouth or would ingest a lost piece. Unsuccessful attacks were not usually followed by pursuits; instead, the bluefish would temporarily (until the next attack) return to the school.

Attack rates were very rapid until most of the predators had full guts (which could be observed as a bulging of the gut area) after which time prey were infrequently attacked. Prey items were rarely ignored by any bluefish upon introduction even when prey were almost their own size. Prey reacted to a predator by forming tightly schooling groups (a defensive reaction described for many other schooling fishes; see review in Pitcher & Parrish 1993) often on the tank edges and when attacked would attempt to swim away rapidly.

Attack location, distances, times and speeds

When first introduced into the tanks, prey would first swim (or sink) to the bottom and eventually move to the surface of the tanks. Consequently most attacks were performed off the tank bottoms (394/638 or 61.7%). Prey were attacked in mid-water or at the surface at similar rates (120/638 or 18.8% vs 124/638 or 19.4%). Of the total of 638 attacks only 145 could be analyzed in whole (i.e. complete attacks in which both predator and prey could be identified and measured and in which attack distances, times and success could be measured).

The large majority of attacks on silversides occurred from the rear (126/145 or 86.9%). Some attacks occurred in the mid-body area (18/145 or 12.4%), while only 1 attack occurred head-first (0.7%).

Attack distances ranged from 2 to 48 cm (ca 0.2 to 4 body lengths), attack times ranged from 1 to 75 frames (0.033 to 2.5 s), and attack speeds ranged from 2.4 to 540 cm s⁻¹ (ca 0.2 to 50 body lengths s⁻¹). When comparing attack distances, times and speed within bluefish sizes, no significant differences emerged (all p > 0.05), i.e. each bluefish size attacked different-
sized prey from similar distances and at similar speeds. Differences emerged when comparing distances, times and speeds among predator sizes. In general, larger bluefish sizes attacked similarly sized prey at greater speeds and from further away than smaller bluefish.

**Capture success and attack rates**

In experiments where bluefish were offered only one prey size at a time, attack success rates varied both among different prey sizes within a bluefish size class, and among similar prey sizes between predator sizes (Fig. 1). The general trend was for the highest attack success rates to occur in those trials with small silversides. Small bluefish were significantly more successful on small silversides than on medium silversides \( p < 0.001, \text{df} = 1.24, F = 33.813 \). Medium bluefish also showed a significant effect of prey size on attack success \( p = 0.014, \text{df} = 2.14, F = 3.830 \). Success on small silversides (63.1%) was not significantly different from that on medium silversides (40.8%, \( p > 0.05 \)), but was significantly higher than success on large silversides (22.9%, \( p = 0.012 \)). Large bluefish were also most successful on small silversides (86.8%), but this value was not significantly different from the success on medium (51.2%) or large (50.4%) silversides \( p = 0.096, \text{df} = 2.17, F = 2.691 \). There was also an apparent trend for success rates on particular prey sizes to increase with increasing bluefish size. Although no significant differences were found within a prey size analyzed across different bluefish sizes for large silversides: \( p = 0.161, \text{df} = 1.8, F = 2.391 \); medium: \( p = 0.077, \text{df} = 2.26, F = 2.828 \); small: \( p = 0.066, \text{df} = 2.21, F = 3.107 \), a Fisher's combined probability test (Sokal & Rohlf 1981) suggests that the overall trend is significant \( p < 0.05 \).

In comparisons where bluefish were presented with more than one prey size simultaneously, no significant differences were detected in the number of prey of different sizes attacked by bluefish (Table 1). Analysis of the attack success rates for these trials provided similar results to those outlined above. Bluefish were always significantly more successful on the smaller prey size class when given a choice with the exception of the trials for large bluefish fed small and medium silversides (Table 2).

**Table 1.** *Pomatomus saltatrix* feeding on *Menidia menidia.* Analyses of attack rates of 3 bluefish sizes with combinations of 2 or 3 silversides sizes. \( \chi^2 \): chi-squared value, testing for differences from random attack. All results were non-significant \( \left( p < 0.05 \right) \). \( n \): number of trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluefish size</th>
<th>Prey choice contrast</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Total number of attacks</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small vs Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small vs Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small vs Large</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large vs Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large vs Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vs Large</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. *Pomatotus saltatrix* feeding on *Menidia menidia*. Analyses of success rates in trials with 3 bluefish sizes and combinations of 2 or 3 silverside sizes. *Significant values (p < 0.05) of the G-statistic. n: number of trials; Suc.: successful; Unsuc.: unsuccessful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluefish size</th>
<th>Prey choice contrast</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Total number of attacks</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suc.</td>
<td>Unsuc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small vs Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small vs Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small vs Large</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small vs Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small vs Large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Handling times

The general trend was for all predator size classes to have the lowest mean handling times on small silversides. Handling times on medium and large silversides were similar and appeared to decline with increasing bluefish size (Fig. 2). Significant effects of prey size were found for each bluefish size class (for small bluefish: p < 0.001, df = 1.97, F = 32.080; medium: p < 0.001, df = 2.51, F = 8.794; large: p < 0.001, df = 2.62, F = 17.789). All bluefish sizes had significantly lower mean handling times when feeding on small silversides than when feeding on medium or large silversides, but no significant differences were detected between medium and large silversides. When comparing mean handling times of similar prey sizes across bluefish sizes, significant differences emerged for small (p < 0.001, df = 2.101, F = 15.337) and medium silversides (p < 0.001, df = 2.90, F = 24.453), but not for large ones (p > 0.05, df = 1.20, F = 0.543). A posteriori comparisons revealed that in all cases where there was a significant size effect, small bluefish had significantly higher mean handling times (all p < 0.009). No differences were found between medium and large bluefish (all p > 0.05).

Profitabilities

Calculated profitabilities (or prey values, in J s⁻¹) showed that values for large silversides were much higher than those for any other prey size. In addition, the prey values of particular silverside sizes appeared to increase with increasing bluefish size (Fig. 3). When the respective attack success rates were incorporated into the profitability calculations, large silverside prey values were still higher than for other prey sizes but the magnitude of the difference was much smaller (Fig. 4).

Prey size selection

Irrespective of which silverside combination they were offered, bluefish generally ate more smaller prey than expected by chance (Table 3). This result is not due to gape-limitation since all the prey sizes offered to the various bluefish sizes were well within gape size (Juanes 1992) and bluefish ingested prey from all categories (Table 3). The results of the 3 size-class experiments suggested that the trend was stepwise (i.e. small > medium, small > large, although medium = large). The exception occurred for the largest bluefish tested (170 to 200 mm TL), where no significant differences from a random choice were observed (although there was a trend towards ingesting more individuals of the smaller size classes).

DISCUSSION

Behaviour

The attack behaviours observed here suggest that the YOY bluefish is more of a lungers than a pursuer.
Lungers start an attack at close range from an S-shape position, strike at high speed, and rarely pursue missed prey. Pursuers start an attack from a C-shape position, strike at slow speed from a short distance and often
catch missed prey (Hunter 1984). Although our experiments were conducted under quite artificial conditions, the bluefish attack behaviours we observed are very similar to those outlined by Olla et al. (1970) for adult bluefish (500 to 550 mm TL) in much larger tanks than we used and by various authors for jacks Caranx spp. in field situations (Major 1978, Potts 1980, Parrish 1993). Feeding responses were elicited by prey movement almost immediately after prey introduction (even when prey were physically separated by a transparent partition) as has been noted for many other fish species (Howick & "O'Brien 1983, Luczkovich 1988, Ibrahim & Huntingford 1989). Like other fish predators, young bluefish appeared to attack fringe individuals (see review in Pitcher & Parrish 1993), and, when hungry, rarely ignored a potential prey item (Brown & Marcotte 1986, Holmes & Gibson 1986, Hart & Gill 1992).

YOY bluefish are able to consume relatively large prey (greater than half their own length) whole or in pieces. They achieve this by using a head-shaking feeding mode similar to that described by Helfman & Winkel position, strike at high speed, and rarely pursue missed prey. Pursuers start an attack from a C-shape position, strike at slow speed from a short distance and often
catch missed prey (Hunter 1984). Although our experiments were conducted under quite artificial conditions, the bluefish attack behaviours we observed are very similar to those outlined by Olla et al. (1970) for adult bluefish (500 to 550 mm TL) in much larger tanks than we used and by various authors for jacks Caranx spp. in field situations (Major 1978, Potts 1980, Parrish 1993). Feeding responses were elicited by prey movement almost immediately after prey introduction (even when prey were physically separated by a transparent partition) as has been noted for many other fish species (Howick & "O'Brien 1983, Luczkovich 1988, Ibrahim & Huntingford 1989). Like other fish predators, young bluefish appeared to attack fringe individuals (see review in Pitcher & Parrish 1993), and, when hungry, rarely ignored a potential prey item (Brown & Marcotte 1986, Holmes & Gibson 1986, Hart & Gill 1992).

Table 3. *Pomatomus saltatrix* feeding on *Menidia menidia*. Numbers of prey eaten by YOY bluefish when given a choice of equal numbers of 2 or 3 prey sizes. Prey were divided into 3 size classes: small (S, 20 to 40 mm total length, TL), medium (M, 50 to 70 mm TL), large (L, 80 to 100 mm TL). *Significant chi-squared value (p < 0.05). Additionally, the 3 size-class experiments were compared using a non-parametric Tukey-type multiple comparison to detect differences among pairs of size classes. Crosses (†) and underlining represent significant differences between pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluefish size (mm)</th>
<th>Prey sizes offered</th>
<th>Trial number</th>
<th>Number of days</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50-80 S vs M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>81.78*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>146.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-120 S vs M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>43.93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>32.36*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>91.74*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M vs L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.31*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S vs M vs L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130-160 S vs M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>28.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M vs L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11.91*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.76*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19.21*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S vs M vs L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>155*</td>
<td>68*</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>86.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.38*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170-200 S vs M vs L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the prey or ingestion of a lost piece by the newly attacking bluefish. Similar types of group foraging (termed ‘pack-hunting’ by Nursall 1973) have also been described in other species (Sette 1950, Deelder 1951, Brawn 1969, Major 1978, Eklov 1992). The potential for loss of attacked prey items to conspecifics suggests trade-offs in the costs (losing prey) and benefits (capturing ‘confused’ prey or stealing prey) of feeding in schools (see Potts 1980, 1981, Eklov 1992).

Head vs tail attacks

Most of the observed attacks were tail-first attacks (ca 87%), a few were trunk attacks (ca 13%), and only 1 instance of a head-first attack was observed (<1%). This result may be solely due to prey escape behaviour, i.e. prey swim away from the predator and can thus only be captured from behind. In many instances, however, bluefish were observed to turn before the attack so as to approach from the rear. Although the prey used in this study rarely approached being gape-limiting and are spineless, additional observations using a larger spined prey (striped bass Morone saxatilis, of gape-limiting size), also showed high incidences of tail-first attacks (Juanes unpubl. data).

Popova (1978) proposed that head-first ingestion is characteristic of predators, such as pike, that ambush their prey, whereas pursuing predators, such as pikeperch, catch and swallow their prey tail-first. For example, piranhas (Serrasalmus marginatus, S. spilotopleura, and Pygocentrus nattereri) have been observed to consistently attack the tail first in order to reduce prey mobility and increase prey vulnerability (Foxx 1972, Szirmai & Machado 1990). In contrast, pike Esox americanus, tiger muskellunge E. lucius × E. masquinongy, yellow perch Perca flavescens, and largemouth bass Micropterus salmoides all tend to swallow their fish prey head-first (Nyberg 1971, Moody et al. 1983, Webb 1984, Hoyle & Keast 1987, 1988).

Reimchen (1991b) suggested that head-first swallowing of fish prey by gape-limited predators reduces potential esophageal abrasion. He observed that the frequency of head-first orientation of prey (the 3-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus) in cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarki increased as prey diameter approached predator gape size. Experimental data showed that head-first prey manipulations resulted in lower prey escape rates and handling times. In contrast, Loadman et al. (1986) found that tail attacks resulted in higher probabilities of ingestion than trunk attacks in cannibalistic strikes by walleye Stizostedion vitreum. Attack location and consequent prey manipulation would thus seem to be specific to the particular predator/prey combination being observed. For example, tail attacks may be more likely to occur when prey sizes are large compared to predator size and thus pursuit ensues. In contrast, head attacks may occur more frequently when prey/predator size ratios are small. These results suggest that future attention to prey orientation in piscivores may be helpful in assessing variability in predator foraging behaviour.

Active preference or passive selection?

The results of the size-selectivity experiments demonstrate a strong selection for small prey sizes by YOY bluefish when given a choice of prey sizes (Table 3). We obtained this result even though we conducted our experiments in fairly small tanks. Tank size might influence the relative vulnerability of different prey sizes, particularly by constraining the escape behaviour of large prey and thus biasing selectivity towards larger prey. Instead we found strong selection for small prey sizes. This pattern of selection of small prey sizes, independent of predator size, is also exhibited by YOY bluefish collected in the field (Juanes 1992, Juanes et al. 1993), as well as by many other piscivores in lab and field situations (Juanes 1994). However, when examining the results of prey choice lab experiments or comparing prey sizes ingested to prey size availability in field situations, it is not clear whether observed size-based ingestion patterns are a consequence of active preference or passive selection.

The similar attack rates (Table 1) and differential success rates (Fig. 1, Table 2) of bluefish feeding on different sizes of prey suggest that the observed ‘preference’ may instead simply be a reflection of size-based attack success rates. Thus all sizes within the predator’s mouth gape are attacked as encountered, but those most vulnerable are ingested most often, resulting in ‘apparent’ preferences (for small prey). Only by measuring the different components of prey selection can this apparent preference be attributed to a random attack process (or passive selection). This conclusion agrees with Sih & Moore’s (1990) suggestion that prey behaviour and consequent vulnerability may be as important as predator choice in determining predator diets.

Prey vulnerability to a particular predator can be viewed as the product of its encounter rate with the predator and the capture success of that predator (Pastorok 1981, Greene 1983, 1986). Because encounter rate is generally assumed to be a positive function of prey size, whereas capture success is assumed to be negatively related to prey size, the resulting vulnerability curve is typically a convex (dome-shaped) para-
bola. For most planktivorous fish the peak of the vulnerability curve is usually shifted towards intermediate or large prey (Drenner et al. 1978, Greene & Landry 1985, Greene 1986). In contrast, for piscivores, the results of this study and others (reviewed in Juanes 1994) suggest that peak vulnerabilities occur at small prey sizes, implying that piscivore capture success is more highly dependent on prey size and/or encounter rate is less dependent on prey size (see Breck 1993).

In this study, bluefish (Fig. 1, Table 2), like other piscivores, exhibited a strong relationship between capture success and prey size (Folkvord & Hunter 1986, Miller et al. 1988, Litvak & Leggett 1992). This result is due to the relatively large size and mobility of fish prey ingested by most piscivores as compared to planktivores (Werner 1977, Hoyle & Keast 1987, Wahl & Stein 1988, Hambright 1991).

In contrast to all the work on piscivorous capture success, the relationship between encounter rate and prey size has not been frequently measured. This is perhaps because fast moving piscivores may not show distinct fixation pauses before attacking, making it difficult to detect instances where prey were encountered but not attacked. In most piscivore foraging studies encounter rates are either controlled experimentally (Gillen et al. 1981, Hoyle & Keast 1987), they are assumed to be independent of prey size (Hart & Connellan 1984, Hart & Hamrin 1990), or only attack rates are measured (Anderson 1984). Recent models of piscivorous fish feeding have also assumed encounter rates to be independent of prey size (Adams & DeAngelis 1987, Madenjian & Carpenter 1991, Rice et al. 1993a, b). In this study, YOY bluefish attacked different-sized prey at similar rates (Table 1), suggesting that encounter rates may have been independent of prey size, particularly given the size of our experimental tanks and the suggestion that piscivores possess relatively poor visual acuity (Howick & O'Brien 1983, Breck 1993). Since silversides are a schooling fish (Shaw 1960, Koltes 1984, Parrish 1989), encounter rates in field situations are more likely to be determined by the size and density of schools rather than prey size (Eggers 1977, Pitcher & Partridge 1979, Taylor 1984). Moreover, since most fish schools tend to contain similarly sized individuals (Major 1977, 1978, Pitcher et al. 1985, Theodorakis 1989), bluefish and other piscivores (Juanes 1994), may have evolved a non-selective more 'opportunistic' (or 'flexible'; see Dill 1983, Chapman et al. 1989) foraging strategy with respect to prey size.

The ontogenetic increase in relative success rates of larger predators observed here (Fig. 1), are likely due to ontogenetic changes in perceptual and swimming abilities of both predators and prey (Dunbrack & Dill 1983, Reimchen 1991a, Wanzenbock 1992) and could lead to the often-observed ontogenetic increase in the range of prey sizes ingested by many predatory fishes (Popova 1978, Werner 1979, Brodeur 1991, Juanes et al. 1993). Thus as fish grow, successively larger prey are included in the diet because of their increased vulnerability although smaller prey are never excluded because their relative vulnerability stays high (Dunbrack & Dill 1983, Juanes 1994).

### Prey profitability and capture success

Prey profitability, calculated as the rate of energy intake, appears to be a poor predictor of prey value to the predator since small prey are predicted to provide least value yet they are consistently ingested by the predator (Fig. 3 vs results in Table 3). Inclusion of size-specific success rates in the profitability calculations tends to reduce the difference in prey value among prey sizes (Fig. 4). This suggests that since attack speeds generally do not depend on prey size, the increased value of large prey is balanced by the cost of failure. Further equalization in value of different sizes might occur if other size-based foraging costs, such as the differential cost of the specific feeding mode used (e.g. head shaking when feeding on large prey) were considered. A similar pattern of ingestion of small, less valuable prey was obtained by Juanes (1994) when reviewing those studies where optimal prey sizes for piscivores had been calculated.

Harper & Blake's (1988) energetic model for a generalized piscivorous predator-prey interaction predicted that large prey sizes should maximize feeding efficiency. However, their model assumed that the predator was always successful (i.e. capture success = 100%), handling time was zero and that the prey was still, alone and fully exposed. These assumptions ignore potential prey behaviour and may lead to inaccurate predictions. For example, Hart & Hamrin (1990) attempted to use a simultaneous encounter model (the 'flock-encounter' model of Stephens et al. 1986) to predict the search time required for pike to switch from smaller (less profitable) to larger (more profitable) rudd without success. Small prey were always preferred over large prey independent of search time. They concluded that assuming capture success to be independent of prey size may have been invalid. Inclusion of differential sized-based capture success in this model would also result in the devaluation of large prey sizes, making them no more or less profitable than small prey (Juanes 1994).

Research on foraging theory has focused mainly on the role of predator habitat and diet choice while the factors affecting encounter probabilities and capture success have received comparatively less attention (Persson & Diehl 1990, Sih & Moore 1990). Greene
(1983, 1986) has argued that the interaction of differential encounter and susceptibility (capture success) rates can lead to perceived predator preference without any active predator choice. Various authors have shown that such a ‘passive’ foraging model can explain patterns in prey size selectivity as successfully as optimal foraging models do (Pastorok 1981, Dunbrack & Dill 1983, Greene 1983, Scott & Murdoch 1983, Osenberg & Mittelbach 1989). The results of this study suggest that capture success and encounter rates may largely determine prey size selectivity of a small piscivore. Future studies of mobile predator-prey systems should test whether apparent diet preferences are due to active or passive selection.
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